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hardness yet decreases ductility.[1,2] For 
brittle materials like ceramics, GBs are 
thought to perform as the “weak spots” 
whose strength could be orders of mag-
nitude smaller than the pristine lattice 
due to a high level of preexisting stress.[3] 
Therefore, gaining insights into the 
mechanical properties of GBs is of funda-
mental importance, which not only pushes 
the development of “GB engineering” that 
rationally tailors materials properties by 
modifying GB’s structure, density, and 
connectivity,[4,5] but also helps answer the 
question about how the mechanical prop-
erties of nanoscale structures are trans-
ferred to macroscopic samples.

2D materials provide an ideal platform 
to investigate the GB fracture mechanics 
due to their extreme thinness and unam-
biguous interpretation of the atomic 

structure.[6–15] Their promising applications in high-end flex-
ible electronic devices,[16,17] electromechanical devices,[18] and 
reinforcing elements in composites[19] wherein raw materials 
are often polycrystalline, also necessitate the understanding of 
fracture mechanics of GBs. Several methods have been devel-
oped to unveil the mechanical behaviors of 2D materials. Nano-
indentation, which uses the tip in the atomic force microscope 

Grain boundaries (GBs) play a central role in the fracture of polycrystals. 
However, the complexity of GBs and the difficulty in monitoring the atomic 
structure evolution during fracture greatly limit the understanding of the GB 
mechanics. Here, in situ aberration-corrected scanning transmission electron 
microscopy and density functional theory calculations are combined to inves-
tigate the fracture mechanics in low-symmetry, polycrystalline, 2D rhenium 
disulfide (ReS2), unveiling the distinctive crack behaviors at different GBs 
with atomic resolution. Brittle intergranular fracture prefers to rip through 
the GBs that are parallel to the Re chains of at least one side of the GBs. In 
contrast, those GBs, which do not align with Re chains on either side of the 
GBs, are highly resistant to fracture, impeding or deflecting the crack propa-
gation. These results disclose the GB type-dependent mechanical failure of 
anisotropic 2D polycrystals, providing new ideas for material reinforcement 
and controllable cutting via GB engineering.

The ORCID identification number(s) for the author(s) of this article 
can be found under https://doi.org/10.1002/smll.202102739.

1. Introduction

Grain boundaries (GBs) are key microstructures that govern a 
material’s mechanical properties, including fracture toughness, 
strength, and crack propagation behaviors. In ductile materials 
such as metal, GBs commonly impede the migration of disloca-
tions to weaken the plastic flow, which increases strength and 
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(AFM) to apply local stress on a suspended 2D membrane, can 
quantitatively measure the mechanical parameters, including 
in-plane elastic modulus and breaking strength.[20–24] Transmis-
sion electron microscopy (TEM) with diverse imaging modes 
and ultrahigh spatial resolution were also applied.[25] Dark-field 
TEM, serving as a high-throughput technique to map GB distri-
butions, works in conjunction with AFM to accurately impose 
stress on the GB.[20] Aberration-corrected TEM (AC-TEM) and 
annular dark-field scanning transmission electron microscopy 
(ADF-STEM) take advantage of their single-atom resolution 
and the minor force generated by the electron beam to char-
acterize the fine configuration of crack fronts and to in-situ 
monitor the dynamic fracture procedure in real time.[26–32] 
Apart from experimental methods, theoretical calculations such 
as density functional theory (DFT) calculations and molecular 
dynamics (MD) simulations have also been widely used to pre-
dict the mechanical properties of graphene[33–38] and other low-
dimensional materials[27,28,39–42] under extreme strains. DFT 
calculations can even be applied to elucidate the strain-driven 
growth mechanism of their GBs.[43]

Although enormous progress has been made, the exact 
roles of GBs on the material’s mechanical properties remain 
elusive. Nanoindentation tests on graphene done by different 
groups presented different results. Some indicated GBs to 
drastically weaken both the fracture strength and the elastic 
stiffness of graphene,[20,44] while others demonstrated the little 
negative impact of GBs on mechanical properties of poly-
crystalline graphene.[21,45] Theoretical calculations reported 
the superior strength of large-angle tilt GBs compared with 
low-angle counterparts in graphene due to their enhanced 
capability to accommodate strains.[46] The ambiguity arises 
from the diversity and complexity of GB structures, as well 
as the difficulty in simultaneously viewing GB configuration 
and its fracture performance down to the atomic level. More-
over, most works were accomplished on high-symmetry crys-
tals (like graphene and MoS2 with hexagonal lattice), while 
whether these results can be generalized to low-symmetry 
ones (like triclinic ReS2) are unclear.

In this paper, we combine in situ atomic resolution ADF-
STEM and DFT calculations to investigate the individual 
mechanical properties of numerous GBs in a 2D material 
down to the single-atom level. Polycrystalline ReS2 monolayers 
provide an ideal platform, which adopts low lattice symmetry 
that can construct abundant GB configurations. Brittle inter-
granular crack by direct cleavage along the grain interfaces is 
observed, leaving atomically sharp fracture tips without recon-
struction and smooth torn edges. Counter to the common idea 
that regards GBs as the weakness of brittle materials, GBs per-
form distinctively depending on their detailed configurations. 
(0°, 60°), (0°,0°)R, and (0°,120°)R GBs composed of ReS bonds 
at the interface are highly susceptible to fracture, while (60°, 
120°)R GB consisting of both ReRe and ReS bonds exhibits 
strong resistance to rupture. The experimental observations 
have been well supported by the calculation of the GB cleavage 
work function via DFT. These results provide insights into the 
influence of lattice anisotropy on the fracture mechanics of 
GBs in low-symmetry 2D materials and may inspire new ideas 
of GB-mediated engineering of material mechanical properties 
and applications.

2. Results and Discussion

Monolayer ReS2 exhibits a distorted octahedral phase (1T’ phase) 
with Re atoms arranged into Re diamond chains.[47–50] It 
has two principle in-plane axes, denoted as a and b,  
with nonequivalent lengths and an intersection angle of ≈119° 
(Figure  1). Distinct from the hexagonal 2H phase transition 
metal dichalcogenides (TMDs) (space group: P63/mmc), mon-
olayer ReS2 belongs to the triclinic system with a space group 
of P1 that only consists of an inversion center. Since the ADF-
STEM image is the 2D projection of the 3D structure, the low-
symmetry monolayer ReS2 not only leads to diversified GBs, 
but also requires more careful analysis of the GB configuration 
compared with the high-symmetry 2D materials. As shown 
in Figure  1A, the middle and right panels demonstrate the 
atomic models of monolayer ReS2 after sequentially turning 
the ReS2 model on the left panel upside-down (middle panel) 
and rotating it 180° about an axis perpendicular to the layer 
(right panel). These two atomic models look the same from the 
top view with equivalent directions of the Re diamond chains 
and display as mirror images to the model on the left panel of 
Figure 1A. However, due to the existence of an inversion center 
and the incapability of distinguishing the vertical positions of 
S atoms in different layers from the top view, the side views 
of the middle and right models are disparate, as indicated by 
the orange and cyan quadrilaterals. This leads to two potential 
3D configurations corresponding to a top-view bi-crystalline 
model (Figure 1B). One adopts a twin boundary (ii), while the 
other does not (i). We applied DFT calculations to determine 
which of these two GB structures is energetically more prefer-
able. Figure S1A (Supporting Information) demonstrates that 
model (i) well maintains the planar configuration after relaxa-
tion, while model (ii) displays prominently out-of-plane defor-
mation and has an energy disadvantage of about 11.82 eV nm-1 
compared to model (i). For the other GBs, we conducted similar 
calculations to determine the most thermally stable 3D config-
uration among all potential structures deduced from the top-
view GB image and used the most stable one for the calculation 
of the fracture mechanics.

We apply the nomenclature of (α, β)R and βR to define the GB 
configuration and the structural relation between two neigh-
boring grains, respectively, similar to the previous work.[51] α 
and β represent the smallest angles rotated from the Re chain 
direction in a face-down grain to the GB and to the Re chain 
direction of the adjacent grain anticlockwise, respectively. The 
letter “R” is used when the two neighboring grains adopt oppo-
site vertical orientations (Figure 1B and Figure S1B, Supporting 
Information). Figure  1C shows an ADF-STEM image of a bic-
rystalline region of monolayer ReS2 with Re diamond chains in 
different grains marked by pink and blue rhombuses, respec-
tively. The Re atoms at the GB are highlighted in green, which 
should be named as (60°, 120°)R, and the relation of two grains 
should be represented as 120°R in light of the nomenclature 
introduced in this paper. It is noteworthy that the misorienta-
tion angles between the GB and the Re chains on both sides of 
the GB are not exactly 60° and 120° due to the low lattice sym-
metry of the triclinic ReS2. However, considering the simplicity 
of the expression, this nomenclature is applied. In addition, 
only Re atoms are visible in ADF-STEM images, attributed to 
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the great variation in the atomic number between Re (Z = 75) 
and S (Z = 16) that results in severe contrast difference.

Polycrystalline single-layer ReS2 was prepared by chem-
ical vapor deposition (CVD) using the method previously 
reported, which has been confirmed to involve a high density 
of atomically stitched GBs by the nanoassembly of abundant 
subgrains.[51] The membrane was transferred onto a holey 
silicon nitride (SiNx) TEM grid and got rid of the surface con-
tamination by annealing before ADF-STEM imaging, thus 
forming intact and freestanding membrane uniformly attached 
around the hole circumference (Figure S2, Supporting Infor-
mation). The suspended ReS2 was subjected to the focused 
electron beam (e-beam), which was popped by sputtering a 
hole due to residual stress introduced by the transfer process 
(Figure  1D).[26] Cracks emanated into surrounding regions 
and displayed three representative morphologies—a sharp 

crack tip (Figure  1E), a frequently-deflected fracture trajectory 
(Figure 1F), and a branched crack (Figure 1G), denoted as I, II, 
and III, respectively.
Figure  2A is a high-magnification ADF-STEM image 

showing the fine structure of a sharp crack tip, corresponding 
to morphology I discussed in Figure  1. The fracture front dis-
plays atomic sharpness with two smooth edges having an 
opening angle of ≈9.1°, indicative of brittle fracture. Interest-
ingly, the ReS2 monolayer in Figure  2A is constructed by two 
grains, as highlighted in orange and cyan with the Re diamond 
chains and three primary lattice directions labeled, respectively. 
Figure 2B,C are fast Fourier transform (FFT) images of regions 
marked in orange and cyan in Figure  2A, respectively, where 
two pairs of brightest reflexes corresponding to (100) and (100) 
crystal planes are labeled, which correspond to the direction of 
the Re4 diamond chains (b axis) in the real space. The two sets 

Figure 1. Cracks in polycrystalline monolayer ReS2. A) Schematic illustrations showing the atomic model of low-symmetry monolayer ReS2 (left panel) 
and its configuration changes after sequentially turning the layer upside-down (middle panel) and applying a 180° rotation about an axis normal to 
the ReS2 layer (right panel). Both the top and side views of the model are given. The gray triangle beside ReS2 serves as a reference to facilitate the 
understanding of different operations to the ReS2 model. B) Top-view of the atomic model of a ReS2 bicrystal with a GB and its corresponding two 
potential side views. C) ADF-STEM image exhibiting a bi-crystalline ReS2 monolayer region corresponding to the atomic model shown in panel (B). Re 
diamond chains in distinct grains and the GB are labeled by blue, faded pink, and green, respectively. D) Low-magnification ADF-STEM image showing 
the crack microstructure after popping the suspended ReS2 polycrystalline film by the focused electron beam. Three cracks with distinctive features are 
marked by I, II, and III, respectively. E–G) Zoomed-in ADF-STEM images corresponding to the three yellow boxed regions in panel (D), respectively.
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of reflexes have disparate orientations, indicating that these two 
regions on the two sides of the crack in Figure  2A belong to 
different grains. Combining the information from both the real 
and reciprocal spaces, the relationship between two adjacent 
grains can be determined as 120°R, indicating that two grains 
have opposite vertical directions with a misorientation angle of 
120°. It is noteworthy that the fracture proceeded along one GB, 
generating an intergranular crack, and was stopped in front of 
another GB, whose orientation is ≈120° by the crack direction. 
Figure  2D is the zoomed-in image of the yellow boxed-region 
in Figure 2A with Re atoms of two different grains rendered by 
orange and fire false colors, respectively, to improve the visual 
contrast. To unveil the GB configuration that is susceptible to 
fracture, we rotated the top grain 9.1° clockwise to eliminate 
the crack, as indicated by the cyan arrow in Figure  2D, thus 

restoring the GB (Figure 2E). The corresponding atomic model 
of this GB was shown in Figure 2M, which is an asymmetric tilt 
GB with an expression of (0°, 120°)R. Two adjacent grains are 
atomically stitched by generating a series of ReS bonds. No 
ReRe bond reconstruction is involved in the formation of the 
(0°, 120°)R GB. The crack rips through it by unzipping the ReS 
bonds directly, leaving edges aligning along the crystal direc-
tions of [100] (a axis) and [010] (b axis), respectively. Figure 2F–J 
evaluates the strain fields around the crack tip using geometric 
phase analysis (GPA) of the ADF-STEM image. No tension-
compression dipoles are identified from the strain profile at the 
crack front, indicating the absence of lattice reconstruction,[26] 
thus verifying the brittle behavior of the intergranular fracture 
in polycrystalline ReS2 again. Figure 2K magnifies the region of 
the GB that is resistant to crack, consisting of a string of fourfold 

Figure 2. Atomic-resolution ADF-STEM imaging of intergranular crack and the fracture tip. A) ADF-STEM image showing an atomically sharp crack tip 
(morphology I). Different grains are colored in orange and cyan, respectively, with labels depicting the primary lattice directions and the alignment of Re 
chains. Scale bar: 1nm. B,C) FFT images corresponding to the lattice highlighted in orange and cyan in panel (A), respectively. D) Zoomed-in ADF-STEM 
image of the yellow boxed-region in panel (A). Two grains are rendered by orange and fire false-color LUT, respectively. E) Reconstructed ADF-STEM 
image with the crack eliminated by rotating the upper grain clockwise. Atoms marked by cyan circles in panels (D) and (E) are used as references. 
White dashed lines highlight the orientations of b axes in two grains. F–J) Strain analysis of the crack front. The ADF-STEM image of the crack tip is 
rotated to be horizontal (panel F) and strain components of εxx, εyy, εxy, and rotation (panels G–J) are extracted by geometric phase analysis from the 
image. Color bar ranges from -0.5 to 0.5. Scale bar: 1 nm. K) Zoomed-in ADF-STEM image showing the lattice structure below the crack tip, in which a 
(60°, 120°)R GB exists. L) Atomic model of the (60°, 120°)R GB. Re atoms in the face-up and face-down grains are colored in pink and blue, respectively. 
Re atoms locating at the GB are highlighted in green. M) Atomic model of the (0°, 120°)R GB corresponding to the ADF-STEM image in panel (E).
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Re rings with slight deformation aligned at the interface to  
link two neighboring grains, as marked by green rhombuses. 
The corresponding atomic model is displayed in Figure 2L with 
an expression of (60°, 120°)R, showing atom-to-atom registry 
between adjoining grain at the boundary. Figure  2 reveals 
that GBs in different configurations play distinct roles in the 
brittle fracture. Some perform as preferential crack propaga-
tion sites, while others may impede the advance of fracture. It 
might derive from the strength variation between ReS bond 
and ReRe bond, as well as the alignment relation between the 
grains and the GBs influences the GB mechanical properties.
Figure  3 is another example showing an atomically sharp 

crack tip formed by the intergranular fracture and in-situ moni-
toring the crack path selection around the junction area of dif-
ferent GBs during fracture propagation. Figure 3A is a medium-
magnification ADF-STEM image displaying a crack progressing 
through a bicrystalline region. Two grains are marked in orange 
and cyan, respectively, with their corresponding FFT images 

shown in Figure  3B,C. The relationship between two grains 
can be defined as 120°R, consistent with that in Figure 2. Three 
GBs are present, expressed as (120°,120°)R, (0°, 120°)R, and 
(60°, 120°)R, as marked by red, yellow and cyan dashed lines 
in Figure  3A, respectively. Due to the symmetry of ReS2, the 
(120°,120°)R GB and the (0°, 120°)R GB are equivalent (Figure S3, 
Supporting Information). The crack ripped through the bicrys-
talline area along the (120°,120°)R GB and stopped at the junc-
tion of the (120°,120°)R and (0°, 120°)R GBs. Continued imaging 
of the crack front region triggered low crack advance due to the 
minor stress generated by the e-beam.[26] Figure 3D–F are time 
series of zoomed-in ADF-STEM images showing how different 
GBs influenced the crack trajectory. The crack tip first branched 
into two directions at the GB junction. One subcrack deflected 
from the direction of the main crack and went along the (0°, 
120°)R GB, while the other subcrack moved straightforward 
and advanced to the single-crystalline region along b axis (i.e., 
lattice direction of [010]), as indicated by dashed white lines in 

Figure 3. In situ observation of the crack propagation around the GBs. A) ADF-STEM image showing another example of an atomically sharp crack tip 
in the intergranular fracture. B,C) FFT images corresponding to the cyan and orange regions in panel (A), respectively. D–F) Time series of ADF-STEM 
images showing dynamics of the crack propagation at the GB. Scale bar: 1 nm. G,H) Atomic models showing the structure of the bicrystalline ReS2 
area before and after the crack rips through. The red arrow in panel (G) indicates the fracture trajectory.
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Figure 3D. As the intergranular crack along the (0°, 120°)R GB 
approached the junction formed by (0°, 120°)R and (60°, 120°)R 
GBs, it deflected by ≈60° to avoid encountering the (60°, 120°)R 
GB, which exhibited high resistance to fracture, as evidenced by 
Figure 2 (Figure 3E,F). The crack front finally kinked into the 
single-crystalline area along b axis, forming a zigzag geometry, 
and the initial subcrack along b axis in Figure  3D was elimi-
nated. Figure 3G,F elucidate the atomic models of the bicrystal-
line region before and after the crack went through, implying 
high susceptibility of the (0°, 120°)R GB to crack and strong 
resistance of (60°, 120°)R GB to fracture. The fracture strength 
of (60°, 120°)R GB performs even superior to that of the pristine 
lattice. It is worth noting that the GBs discussed in this paper 
are naturally formed in the CVD growth process of monolayer 
ReS2 rather than induced by the lattice reconstruction due to 
the strain around the crack tip zone (Figure S4, Supporting 
Information). Therefore, the fracture geometry and trajectory 
in the polycrystalline region can reflect the intrinsic mechan-
ical properties of different GBs (Figures S5 and S6, Supporting 
Information).
Figure 4 shows a frequently deflected fracture path, denoted 

as morphology II in Figure  1. Figure  4A,B are ADF-STEM 
images corresponding to the yellow and red boxed regions 

in Figure S7A (Supporting Information), respectively. They 
are Montage of several images stitched together to reveal the 
high-resolution panorama of the crack trajectory in a large 
area, showing several deflections and a long-range atomic 
sharpness of torn edges. The crack was seen to propagate along 
the low-indexed crystal directions in the pristine lattice and 
along several GBs. No transgranular fracture was observed. In 
the single crystalline area, it ripped through a and b axes, as 
indicated by red and green dashed lines in Figure  4A, respec-
tively, both leaving smooth edges, verifying the brittle cleavage. 
In the polycrystalline region, the crack primarily proceeded 
along the (0°,120°)R and (120°, 120°)R GBs, which are isova-
lent configurations, agreeing well with the phenomena dis-
cussed in Figures  2 and  3. Deflections took place mainly due 
to the terraced geometry of the GBs (Figure  4B). We also wit-
nessed the fracture deflection when a crack tip propagating in 
a pristine region encountered a (120°, 120°)R GB, indicative of 
the yellow arrow in Figure  4A. Although there remains a tiny 
region between the yellow and red boxes in Figure S7A (Sup-
porting Information) that was not directly captured by ADF-
STEM images, we can approximately infer the GB patterns 
and the crack trajectory in this polycrystalline area based on 
the information offered by Figure  4A,B (Figure  4C). Brittle 

Figure 4. Fracture deflections along GBs. A,B) ADF-STEM images showing a crack path with frequent deflections corresponding to Figure 1F (mor-
phology II). The atomic models of some typical edges are given beside the experimental images in panel (B). C) Schematic illustration showing the 
grain distribution and the crack trajectory in the polycrystalline region. Blue and orange lines represent the direction of b axis in different grains, while 
the black lines indicate GBs. The green line represents the fracture path. The (60°, 120°)R GBs that are highly resistant to fracture are highlighted by 
narrow red lines on top of the thick black lines. D) High-magnification ADF-STEM showing a torn edge with Re diamond chains situating on and a bit 
farther from the edges marked by cyan and pink lines, respectively. The orange false color has been applied to the ADF-STEM image to enhance the 
visual effect. Scale bar: 1 nm. E) 2D strain map of εyy based on the GPA analysis of panel (D). The color bar ranges from -0.5 to 0.5. F) Strain profile 
taken along the cyan arrow on the fracture edge in panel (E). G) ADF-STEM image showing another torn edge. H) 2D strain map of εyy based on the 
GPA analysis of panel (G). Color bar: -0.5 to 0.5. I) Strain profile taken along the cyan arrow from the fracture edge to interior in panel (H).
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intergranular cracks along the (0°,120°)R and (120°, 120°)R GBs 
were the primary fracture modes in these 2D nanoscale patch-
works. To avoid meeting with the (60°, 120°)R GB, which acts 
as an obstacle to rupture, the crack front propagated into a 
single-crystalline region following the lattice directions of [010] 
and [100] in a short period. However, it quickly found another 
fragile GB nearby to follow, which could be motivated by the 
least energy consumption principle. Figure  4D is a high-mag-
nification ADF-STEM image showing the typical structure of 
the torn edges (Figure S7B, Supporting Information). It was 
found that the outermost Re diamond chains appear to suffer 
more severe lattice deformation compared with those locating 
a bit farther from the edges, as indicated by the cyan and pink 
quadrilaterals (Figure  4D, Figure S7C, Supporting Informa-
tion). The 2D strain map of εyy in light of the GPA analysis 
of Figure  4D displays tension-compression dipoles arranged 
alternatively along the left edge, which is also supported by the 
qualitative analysis by taking the strain profile along the cyan 
arrow (Figure  4E,F). Another fracture edge locating on the 
opposite side (Figure 4G, Figure S7B, Supporting Information) 
also exhibited pronounced lattice distortion on the edges, as 
manifested by the white boxed region in the strain map of εyy 
(Figure  4H). Figure  4I shows the deformation level along the 
cyan arrow in Figure 4H, in which the lattice on the horizontal 
torn edge displays elongation of ≈20% in the vertical direction 
compared to the bulk region (Figure S8, Supporting Informa-
tion). The stretching or shrinkage of the edge lattice in the x–y 
plane may either arise from the bond length variation between 
edge atoms owing to their unsaturated coordination compared 
with bulk or originate from an out-of-plane distortion due to 
increased freedom of edges, which alters the projected atomic 
distance.

When a crack propagated through a polycrystalline region 
that was constructed by intricate patchworks of grains, the frac-
ture path was observed to branch into several directions, since 
the GBs that are susceptible to rupture are multiple. As shown 
in Figure  5A, five grains were resolved and colored in cyan, 
red, yellow, orange, and green, respectively, with their a and b 
axes labeled. The main crack entered from the bottom left of 
the image and then divided into two directions, as pointed out 
by the white lines, respectively. To accurately resolve the inter-
face configurations that the crack ripped through, we restored 
the original pattern of this polycrystalline area by fitting dif-
ferent pieces of ReS2 lattice back together based on the com-
plementarity of torn edges in brittle fracture, similar as solving 
a jigsaw puzzle (Figure  5B, Figure S9, Supporting Informa-
tion). Re diamond chains in disparate grains situating along 
the crack trajectory are marked. It can be clearly seen that the 
crack still preferred to tear along GBs, generating intergran-
ular fracture in this polycrystalline area composed of dense 
grains. Three main GB structures represented by red, yellow, 
and green dashed lines in Figure  5B can be unambiguously 
resolved, named as (0°, 60°), (0°, 0°)R, and (0°, 120°)R. The first 
two GBs are not encountered in the previous discussion. The 
GB shown in Figure 5C are constructed by two grains that have 
the same vertical direction but adopt an in plane twist angle, 
while the GB in Figure 5D is generated by two grains having 
the opposite vertical direction but showing the parallel orienta-
tion of the Re chains. The panorama of the atomic structure 

around the crack bifurcation point is displayed in Figure  5F 
with the 3D perspective view shown in Figure 5G. Similar to 
the scenarios discussed in the previous examples, the inter-
granular fracture is prone to split the GBs that are interlinked 
by ReS bonds and avoid rupturing GBs that necessitate to 
cleave ReRe bonds like (60°,120°)R. To sum up, we measured 
four different samples. 28 GBs were imaged to crack. Among 
them, cracks along the (0°, 120°)R GB were the most commonly 
observed, whose number is 25. Fracture along the (0°,60°) GB 
and the (0°,0°)R GB were less observed, whose numbers are 
2 and 1, respectively. The reason why the intergranular frac-
ture along the (0°, 120°)R GB was more frequently detected 
may come from the quantity difference between different GBs 
in our specimen. Since the intergranular fracture along the 
(0°,60°) GB and the (0°,0°)R GB was relatively less observed 
compared with that along the (0°, 120°)R GB, we introduced  
DFT calculation in Figure 6 to replenish the analysis of their  
fracture mechanics from a theoretical perspective. Six (60°, 120°)R 
GBs were imaged to prohibit the fracture propagation. There-
fore, our experimental results are reproducible (Figures S10  
and S11, Supporting Information).

GBs can also trigger instability in the crack propagation, 
inducing perturbation of the fracture path that decreases the 
smoothness of the torn edges and introduces residual chains. 
Figure  5H is the zoomed-in ADF-STEM image showing the 
atomic configuration of one crack branch corresponding to 
the yellow boxed-region in Figure 5A. The crack front initially 
moved along the (0°,0°)R GB. When it approached a kink of the 
GB (yellow arrow), the crack did not deflect upward to continue 
following the (0°,0°)R GB but rather propagated straightforward 
along the b axis into the pristine lattice. However, the interplay 
between the fracture front and the GB kink induced compli-
cated lattice reconstruction in this region, leaving a Re single-
atom chain (cyan arrow) and causing local edge irregularity. 
The reason why the fracture path here did not strictly follow 
the geometry of the (0°,0°)R GB may originate from the energy 
balance between the path deflection and the strength difference 
of the pristine lattice and the GB. When the fracture strength 
discrepancy between the b axis of the pristine ReS2 and the 
(0°,0°)R GB is small, a deflection of the crack path may be ener-
getically unfavorable compared with moving straight into the 
pristine lattice.

DFT calculations were conducted to give theoretical insights 
into the fracture mechanics of different GBs in anisotropic ReS2 
monolayers. Figure 6A–E are the optimized atomic models of a 
perfect single-layer ReS2 and the ReS2 with diverse GBs imaged 
in the STEM experiments. We first calculated the stress-strain 
curves of corresponding GBs by applying an in-plane external 
loading normal to the GB orientations (Figure  6F). Previous 
work has proved that both the ultimate tensile strength and 
the critical strain are the lowest in a perfect ReS2 when the 
stress is exerted perpendicular to the orientation of the Re dia-
mond chain (b axis), thus inducing cleaved edges parallel to 
this direction. In contrast, the crack perpendicular to the Re 
chain orientation is the hardest to take place due to the strong 
ReRe covalent bonding that results in high breakage resist-
ance.[52] Therefore, we used the mechanical properties along 
and perpendicular to the Re chains in a perfect ReS2 monolayer, 
denoted as ∥ and ⊥ Re-chain, respectively, as two references to 
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evaluate the mechanical properties of different GBs in ReS2 
observed in our experimental studies. Figure 6F shows that the 
(60°, 120°)R GB has the highest ultimate strength among all the 
atomic configurations calculated, yielding 20.17  GPa, which is 
not only prominently superior to the other three kinds of GBs 
but also surpasses the strongest direction of a perfect ReS2. On 
the contrary, the ultimate strengths of the (0°, 120°)R, (0°, 0°)R 
and (0°,60°) GBs are 14.89, 15.88 and 14.61 GPa, respectively, all 
of which are inferior to the weakest strength in a perfect ReS2.

Figure 6G displays the cleavage work functions, a parameter 
to evaluate the fracture toughness, of the corresponding GBs by 
integrating the areas beneath their stress-strain curves. Similar 
to the scenarios in the ultimate strength calculation, the (60°, 

120°)R GB shows the highest cleavage work function (186.80 × 
109 J m-3) among all four types of GBs, which also exceeds that 
along b axis in a perfect ReS2 by more than 70%, indicating a 
large amount of energy required for a crack to grow along this 
GB. In comparison, the cleavage work functions of (0°, 120°)R, 
(0°, 0°)R and (0°,60°) GBs are 96.57 × 109 J m-3, 105.07 × 109 J m-3 
and 94.05 × 109 J m-3 respectively, all of which are lower than 
that along the Re chains (107.21 × 109 J m-3). Ultimate tensile 
strength as a function of the cleavage work function is shown 
in Figure  6I, indicating a positive relationship between these 
two parameters. These calculated results demonstrate that 
both strength and toughness of the (60°, 120°)R GB are supe-
rior to the pristine monolayer ReS2 if the lattice is pulled apart 

Figure 5. Atomic-resolution ADF-STEM imaging of the branched crack. A) ADF-STEM image of the branched crack (morphology III). The intricate 
2D nanoscale patchworks of different grains are represented in cyan, red, yellow, orange, and green, respectively. White lines indicate the crack path 
and directions. B) Restored ADF-STEM image showing this region before the crack passed through by fitting different parts of lattice together based 
on the complementary morphology of the fracture edges. Re diamond chains close to the fracture path in different grains are labeled in disparate 
colors. The crack trajectories are marked by dashed lines. Different line colors represent different GB configurations, and the interface structures in 
red, yellow, and green are discussed in detail due to their unambiguous atomic arrangement. C–E) Atomic models showing the GB structures cor-
responding to the interfaces marked by red, yellow, and green dashed lines in panel (B), respectively. Grains with Re atoms colored in pink and blue 
indicate that two grains have reversed vertical directions, while grains having Re atoms colored in pink and red mean that neighboring grains adopt 
the same vertical direction. F) Atomic model (projected view) showing the polycrystalline structure around the crack bifurcation point corresponding 
to panel (B). The fracture paths are labeled by the black dashed lines. G) 3D perspective view of the atomic model in panel (F) with S atoms hidden. 
H) High-magnification ADF-STEM image showing the right crack branch corresponding to the yellow boxed region in panel (A). Re diamond chains 
in two grains around the crack path are represented by cyan and pink spheres, respectively. The GB is labeled by the white dashed line. The residual 
chain between the fracture gap due to the fracture instability at the GB is highlighted by the cyan arrow. Inset is the atomic model showing the lattice 
structure of this region before the crack. The black solid line indicates the crack path, while the red dashed line represents the GB.
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along the Re chains, which well explained why fracture can be 
impeded or deflected by this type of GB. In contrast, (0°, 120°)R, 
(0°, 0°)R, and (0°, 60°) GBs deteriorate the mechanical proper-
ties of the pristine ReS2, performing as the “weak spots” of the 
lattice and thus attracting intergranular fracture (Figure S12, 
Supporting Information).

It is worth noting that the mechanical performance of the 
GBs in ReS2 closely correlates with their orientation relation-
ship with the Re chains. If the alignment of the GB is parallel 
to the Re chains of at least one side of the GB, only ReS 
bonds are present at the grain interface and the GB will be 
highly susceptible to crack. However, if the GB direction 
does not align with the Re chains of either side of the GB, 
strong ReRe bonds will be generated at the interface, thus 
making the GB highly resistant to rupture. Such an abnormal 
behavior is closely related to the pronounced anisotropic 
mechanical properties of ReS2, which originates from its low 
lattice symmetry.

We also calculated the Young’s modulus for different GBs 
according to the stress–strain curves, as provided in Figure 6H. 
It can be concluded that the Young’s modulus of the perfect 
monolayer ReS2 along the direction which is perpendicular to 
the direction of Re chain is lower than that along the Re chain 
direction, i.e., 162.20 versus 188.85 GPa. The Young’s modulus 

of ReS2 with different GBs are 132.68, 136.06, 135.25, and 
120.55 GPa, respectively, all of which are lower than the mod-
ulus of a perfect ReS2. The results show that the rigidity of the 
monolayer ReS2 with GBs slightly decreases.

3. Conclusion

In summary, our study demonstrates that the effect of GBs 
on the material mechanical properties is highly structure-
dependent and enables us to correlate the configuration 
of diverse GBs to their specific fracture mechanics at the 
atomic level. These findings are achieved by conducting in 
situ ADF-STEM on the ultrathin, low-symmetry, polycrys-
talline materials, capacitating simultaneous achievement 
of abundant GBs, the ambiguous atomic interpretation of 
their structures, and monitoring the crack behavior at dif-
ferent GBs. Brittle intergranular fracture is prone to propa-
gate along some types of GBs but avoids others depending 
on their alignment relationship with the Re chains and the 
atomic configurations at the grain interfaces. DFT calcula-
tions show that some GBs can simultaneously improve 
the strength and toughness of the material. The interplay 
between the GB and the crack occasionally may induce 

Figure 6. Mechanical properties of different GBs in monolayer ReS2 calculated by DFT method. Atomic structures of perfect ReS2 A) and ReS2 with 
different types of GBs: B) with a (60°,120°)R GB, C) with a (0°,120°)R GB, D) with a (0°,0°)R GB, and E) with a (0°,60°) GB. F) The calculated stress-
strain curves of a perfect ReS2 and those with different types of GBs when the external stress is applied perpendicular to the GB direction. G) The 
calculated cleavage work functions of the corresponding atomic structures, which are the areas beneath the stress–strain curves. The signs of “∥” and 
“⊥ Re-chain” indicate that the fracture orientation is parallel with or perpendicular to the Re diamond chain in a perfect ReS2 monolayer, respectively. 
H) The calculated Young’s modulus of the corresponding atomic structures. I) Ultimate tensile strength as a function of the cleavage work function.
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crack propagation instability, resulting in irregular torn 
edges and residual Re atom chains locally. These results 
give fundamental insights into the role of different GBs in 
the material mechanics, providing new paths to material 
reinforcement (via introducing fracture-resistant GBs) and 
high-resolution nanopattern manufacture (via programming 
fracture-susceptible GBs with specific geometry), which have 
great potential in electronics, optics, microfluids, etc.

4. Experimental Section
CVD Synthesis and Transfer of Monolayer ReS2: Monolayer ReS2 was 

synthesized by a hydrogen-free CVD approach using rhenium trioxide 
(ReO3, 99.9%, Sigma-Aldrich) and sulfur (S, 99.5%, Sigma-Aldrich) as 
precursors.[51,53] Silicon substrate with a layer of oxide films (SiO2/Si) 
or mica can be used as the substrate. The crucible containing ReO3 
was located at the furnace center, maintaining the temperature of 
600–800 °C for the ReS2 growth, while S powder was placed upstream 
of the furnace with heating temperature of ≈200 °C. The reaction lasted 
for 10 min. The furnace was naturally cooled to room temperature after 
growth. For the preparation of the STEM sample, a thin film of poly 
(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) was initially spin-coated on the ReS2/
SiO2/Si substrate surface. Subsequently, the sample was gently floated 
on a 1 mol L-1 potassium hydroxide (KOH) solution to etch SiO2 away. 
When the PMMA/ReS2 film detached from the Si substrate, the film was 
transferred to the deionized water for three times to thoroughly remove 
residuals left by the etchant. The PMMA/ReS2 film was scooped up by a 
holey silicon nitride (SiNx) TEM grid, dried naturally in the air and baked 
on the hotplate at 180 °C for 15 minutes. The PMMA scaffold was finally 
removed by submerging the TEM grid in acetone for 8 h.

Generation of Cracks in Monolayer ReS2: Three steps were applied to 
in situ generate cracks of monolayer ReS2 in the TEM column. First, the 
monolayer sample was annealed at 300 °C with argon used as the carrier 
gas before imaging so that hydrocarbon contamination can be partially 
removed from the specimen surface and a small amount of strain was 
introduced in the suspended film due to the baking process. Second, a 
suspended ReS2 monolayer membrane was chosen which was intact and 
fully covered a hole of the silicon nitride grid with a diameter of 2 µm. Third, 
the electron beam was converged under TEM mode. The accelerating 
voltage was 300 kV with a dose rate of 17 000 e per Å-2 s-1. After around 
30 s, cracks can be generated and some of the cracks were seen to extend 
hundreds of nanometers to the surrounding regions. There are some key 
points that severely influence the success of the crack initiation. First, the 
surface of the sample should be clean. A fresh sample is more suitable 
than an aged one because the surface contamination can serve as adhesive 
which prohibits the sample fracture. Second, the suspended membrane 
should be intact before the crack generation since a broken film hardly 
stores prestress which is not conducive to the crack growth.

Scanning Transmission Electron Microscopy and Image Processing: 
ADF-STEM imaging was conducted at room temperature on an 
aberration-corrected Titan Cubed Themis G2 300 transmission electron 
microscope. STEM was operated under an accelerating voltage of 
300 kV. Dwell time of a single frame was 2 µs per pixel. A pixel size of 
0.012  nm px-1 with a beam current of 8–10 pA was used for imaging. 
Conditions were a condenser lens (CL) aperture of 50 µm, convergence 
semi-angle of 21.3 mrad, and inner acquisition angle of 39–200 mrad. 
The electron dose applied in the system is approximately two orders 
of magnitude smaller than those used in the low accelerating voltage 
STEM systems,[12,54] which partially balanced the irradiation effect from 
the high accelerating voltage. Therefore, one did not observe obvious 
damage to the ReS2 lattice due to the e-beam illumination under this 
imaging recipe. Images were processed using the ImageJ software. False-
color LUTs were applied to grayscale images to improve of the visual 
effect. A Gaussian blur filter (≈2–4 pixels) was used on high-mag ADF-
STEM images for smoothing. Atomic models were constructed using 
the software of Accelrys Discovery Studio Visualizer. ADF-STEM image 

simulations based on corresponding atomic models were generated 
using COMPUTEM software with a proper parameter adjustment 
according to the imaging conditions.

Calculation Methods: To calculate the mechanical properties of ReS2 
GBs, first-principles calculations were carried out with the Vienna 
Ab initio Simulation Package (VASP) based on DFT. The exchange-
correlation function of generalized gradient approximation (GGA) of 
Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) was adopted.[55–57] The electronic plane 
wave interception energy was set to be 550  eV for all the structural 
optimization. For the atomic relaxations and the calculations of 
mechanical properties of ReS2 GBs, k-point meshes of 1 × 3 × 2 for  
(60°, 120°)R (32 ReS2 pairs), 3 × 2 × 3 for (0°, 60°) and (0°, 120°)R  
(32 ReS2 pairs) and 3 × 1 × 2 for (0°, 0°)R (32 ReS2 pairs) unit cells were 
used. As for the comparison of two different  (60°, 120°)R configurations 
(64 ReS2 pairs) with and without twin boundaries, the k-points mesh 
was set as 1 × 3 × 2. The vacuum layer between neighboring ReS2 
layers was set to be larger than 13.5 Å to avoid the interactions between 
neighboring images. All the structures were relaxed until the energy 
differences were converged within 10-5  eV and the forces of all atoms 
were less than 0.01 eV Å-1.
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